In a recent paper, E. A. Robinson [l] established necessary and sufficient conditions for the boundedness of the variance of sums of stationary random variables. Ina highly elementary fashion, his first condition may be generalized to encompass continuous stochastic processes and sums and integrals of the form Ycin)Xin) and f¿cis)Xis)ds, respectively. Let (ß, S, P) be a probability space, i.e., P is a normed measure on a o"-algebra S of subsets of a set Q. Furthermore, let M be the closed linear manifold generated by random variables X, which are defined on S and whose squares are integrable. A stochastic process \Xiu),
-°o<M<co} is called stationary in the wide sense if EX(u-\-v)X(v) =Riu) does not depend on v; u may be either a continuous or discrete parameter.
The spectral representation of X(m) is given by [2 ] X
where a= -x>, b= + ^ for continuous parameter processes, a = -.5, b = .5 for discrete parameter processes. F(X) is a uniquely determined process with orthogonal increments, E\ dY(K) \ 2 = dF(K), and FÇK) is a bounded nondecreasing function, the spectral distribution function of the process. Without loss of generality, it will furthermore be assumed that EX = 0.
Theorem. Let { A(m), -<»<m<<»} be a wide-sense stationary stochastic process with spectral distribution function F(K). For Variance Consequently, /í.5áF(X)/sin2 ttX< ». For the continuous parameter case one finds /""dF(X)/X2< ». 2. c(t) = exp [-2wipt] yields fZxdFi\)/iu2 -X2) < », c(n) = exp[ -2-ïïip.n] yields f'l,5dF(K)/sin2 Tip-X) < ».
